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( ;vx,z/,, = (4.83,4.82) AND (3.83,3.82) 

G.F. Dell 

Abstract 

Tracking 

SOT mmmrad 

the 3rd order 

at ~tiPp/P == 0.0% of particles having emittances of cx = Ey = 

suggests that the oper(ating point (3.83,3.82) is too close to 

structure resonance 3_jl/= 12. Even without chromaticity cor- 

recting sextupoles, the eddy current sextupoles are sufficient to drive 

this resonance. 

Introduction 

Tracking of particl.es with emittances of &, = cy = SOT mm mrad 

through a hybrid lattice' has been performed with PATRICIA. The lattice 

contains combined function dipoles as well as one focusing and one defocusing 

quadrupole per superperiod. Sextupo.Les near these discrete quadrupoles are 

used to correct the chromaticity. 

Three cases have been studied w.ith and without the presence of eddy 

current multipoles2: 

1). -jJ, = 4.83,,my = 4.82 with the chromaticity corrected to zero, 

2). 1/, = 3.83,,py = 3.82 with the chromaticity corrected to zero, 

3). u, = 3.83,,-2/Y = 3.82 with no chromaticity correction. 

The results for these three cases are discussed below. 

Results 

I. -ui, = 4.83, 7; = 4,,82 with chromaticity corrected to zero. 

The phase plots are shown in Fig. l(a) for tracking without eddy current 

multipoles and in Fig. l(b) with eddy current multipoles. In both cases the 

phase plots have a finite radial width that is attributed to coupling. The 

width increases when eddy current multipoles are present and indicates in- 

creased coupling. Although the radial width increases, the basic shape of 

the phase plots is not changed when eddy current multipoles are present. 



2. 

II. 1/, = 3.83, 14 = 3.,82 with chromaticity corrected to zero. 

Results without eddy current multipoles are shown in Fig. 2(a). The 

phase plot for the x motion shows six islands indicating the proximity to 

the resonance ;Jx = 3.833. Both x (and y plots have radial widths that are 

essentially unchanged from case-1 above. Inclusion of the eddy current multi- 

poles produces phase plots that are triangular in shape, Fig. 2(b). The radial 

width has increased significantly and indicates coupling of nearly 100%. The 

shape has become triangular and is consistent with driving the 37/= 12 

structure resonance at-V= 4. 

III.l/jx = 3.83, yvy = 3.82 with no chromaticity correction. 

It was suggested that the sextupoles required to correct chromaticity 

might be driving the 3rd order structure resonanceJ. Consequently a run 

was made for which there was no chromaticity correction. The results in 

Fig. 3(a) show phase plots having essentially zero radial width and are 

consistent with zero coupling. Inclusion of the eddy current multipoles 

Fig. 3(b) again produces triangular ishaped phase plots with large coupling. 

One concludes that the eddy current multipoles by themselves are capable of 

driving the 3rd order structure resonance. 

Conclusions 

These preliminary tracking studies at n P/P = 0.0% indicate that the 

operating point (‘V x, -?jy) = (4.83,4.82) is preferable to operation at 

(3.83,3.82). 
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Fig. l(a) Hybrid lattice,, v, = 4.830, vy = 4.820, No eddy current multieoies. 

&P/P = O.O%, Chromaticity = 0 in bot:h planes, cx = cy = SOT mm mrad, 600 Turns. 

Fig. l(b) Hybrid lattice,, ‘Vx = 4.830, vY = 4.820, With eddy current multipoles. 

k&P/P = O.O%, Chromaticity = 0 in bot:h planes, (f, = cy = 5oTf mm mrad, 600 Turns. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Hybrid lattice,, z/, = 3.830, z/ 
Y 

= 3.820, No eddy current multipoles. 

A P/P = o.o%, No chromaticity correction, E, = cy = 5Or mm mrad, 600 Turns. 

Fig. 3(b) Hybrid lattice,, ux = 3.83, _z) 
Y 

A P/P = O.O'L, No chromaticity correction, 

” PO ,111 I ,,,I, i l l l  0,111*1* .“W . ..s l1s:.*.J1 I”“, o,,.:..,,..,, ,“11,1 . I ‘01111‘1<1 . I bW? 

= 3.82, With eddy current multipoles. 

Cx=C 
Y 

= 50 r mm mrad, 600 Turns. 


